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Section Three

Improving  
Our Services

Promoting 
Sustainable 
Work Practices
Clúid has a strong performance record in delivering 
quality services to our residents. This is achieved 
through a joint commitment to collaboration between 
our employees and our residents.
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Property Services 

In 2019, Property Services delivered an ambitious 
maintenance programme of upgrades and repairs for 
our residents across Ireland.

Clúid’s Property Services Team 
is an experienced network of 
maintenance professionals and 
building surveyors, supported by 
a central investment and asset 
management planning team.

All of my bills have come 
down since we’re after 
getting the new heating 
system. They did a great 
job on it. 
Tommy Sherlock
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Property Services at a Glance in 2019 

New kitchens fitted 109  
New boilers installed 50  
New heat pumps installed 142  
New windows and doors fitted 431

€4.06mPlanned  
Programme  
2019 (asset 
enhancements) 

Gas boiler service schedule compliance 99.8% 
Gas and oil boilers serviced 4,788 
Electrical inspections completed 847

€1.1mCyclical Works 

Better Energy  
Communities   
(BEC) Scheme   
 

Grant funding secured €1.4m 

Fuel Poverty 

Clúid has saved over €11,000 in 2019 by installing  
energy-efficient lighting in communal areas of  
apartment blocks and offices. 

Invest to Save

Surveys completed  1,120  Stock Condition 
Surveys     
 

126 units upgraded as 
part of the BEC scheme, 

with an average  
rating uplift to B3
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25 years of investment 
in our properties

Property Services (continued)

Energy Improvements

 
Clúid has invested in excess of  
€7m between 2016 and 2019 to 
upgrade properties and make them 
more energy efficient. In the past 
three years the Property Services team 
has upgraded almost 900 properties 
to an average rating of B3, making 
these homes more efficient and 
cheaper to run.

Clúid aims to tackle the issue of fuel 
poverty through targeted investment. 
Works carried out as part of these 
programmes include insulation, 
replacing doors and windows, 
upgrading heating systems,  
installing inset stoves and energy 
efficient lighting.

Compliance and Safety 

 

Over the past 25 years, Clúid’s 
Property Services team has invested 
in excess of €7m in the maintenance of 
our properties. By doing this, we are 
creating a safer home for our residents 
and ensuring the highest of standards 
and compliance with current legislation.

We comply with essential Health & 
Safety processes in order to:

 - Reduce the risk of injury

 - Protect our residents

 - Protect our buildings 

 - Maximise the operational efficiency 
and longevity of installations.

Adaptations  

 
Ireland has an ageing population.  
Clúid recognises this change in 
demographics. It is essential that 
our properties continue to meet the 
growing needs of our residents. 

Since 2017, we have invested more 
than €750,000 on modifications 
to allow residents to remain living 
independently in their homes for as 
long as possible.

900 
Homes received  
energy upgrades

€7m 
Amount spent on property 
upgrades (to Q4 2019) 

€7m 
Investment 

350+  
Home improvements 
completed 

€750k
Total spend since 2017 

990 
Hours of Health  
and Safety training
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Customer Contact Centre

Clúid’s Customer Service Vision lays 
out how we want our residents to feel 
and think about our organisation. 

Since its inception, the CCC has 
employed innovative IT solutions to 
improve response times and service 
delivery. The introduction of Clúid 
Web Chat in 2018 was an industry  
first in Ireland and others soon 
followed suit. In 2019, the CCC 
supported almost 2,000 people 
through this service.

The CCC manages the administration 
of Clúid’s Annual Rent Reassessment 
Process (ARRP). The team liaises with 
over 7,000 households each year 
to quality check documentation, in 
advance of financial assessment.

We want our residents to be able to say:

I have a comfortable home and Clúid  
helps me if I have a problem

I am treated fairly and equitably

I have choice

My issues and problems are resolved 
quickly and accurately.

The opening of the CCC was an important part 
of our commitment to continue improving our 
residents’ customer service experience. 

Over Clúid’s 25-year history 
we have led the way on many 
occasions. Opening the Customer 
Contact Centre (CCC) in January 
2012 was a milestone moment. 



Customer Contact Centre at a Glance in 2019 

€551,447Total rent payments  
received by phone 

164,045Customer Service  
contacts

43,105Incoming calls  
answered  

34,689Emails sent  

14,372Outgoing calls  
made    

28,081SMS resident  
notifications sent
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Clúid Works

Clúid Works celebrated its first 
birthday in 2019, marking 12 
months of delivering a national 
responsive repairs and voids  
service to our residents. 
What began life as a small pilot project 
in the south east of the country has 
grown into a national service.

2019 was a very busy year for Clúid 
Works as the team continued to 
establish the service offering, while 
also implementing further service 
improvements, inspired by the 
outcomes of a collaborative review 
with experts from the field of repairs 
and maintenance in-sourcing.
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14,026Total number of  
repairs in 2019

5Average number of  
days to complete repair 
 

204Total number of voids  
in 2019

21Average number of days to 
complete void

Clúid Works at a Glance in 2019 

39Total number of employees  
in Clúid Works   
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Funding Overview

Clúid’s funding model has drawn from a  
variety of sources since the organisation  
came into being in 1994.

Clúid Funding Sources
   Capital Loan and Subsidy Scheme (CLSS) 

   Capital Assistance Scheme (CAS) 

   The Housing Finance Agency (HFA)

   Capital Advanced Leasing Facility (CALF) 

Funding Delivery 2019

Clúid as a not-for-profit charity 
is dedicated to providing good 
value, long-term, secure, quality 
housing. 

717 
99.4%
Private 
Finance

3 
0.4%
Management 
Contracts

1 
0.1%
Capital 
Assistance 
Scheme  
(CAS)

721
In 2019, Clúid financed 
721 new homes using a 
mix of funding sources.

Funding Sources
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Over the past 25 years this funding 
model has enabled Clúid to build a 
diversified portfolio across Ireland to 
meet the need for social housing.

At the end of 2019 Clúid had 7,469 
units under management and 
tangible fixed assets of €1,032m. As 
of December 2019, the funding mix 
for these assets included:

Outstanding long-term debt  
€516m 
 
Outstanding grants  
€432m

When designing this funding model, 
Clúid sought to balance the risks 
inherent in the supply of long-term, 
debt funded rental accommodation. 
Re-financing risk for Clúid is minimal, 
given that all Capital Assistance 
Scheme and Capital Loan and 
Subsidy Scheme grants are expected 
to be relieved in full on their maturity, 
while all Housing Finance Agency 
loans are amortising to the maturity 
of the debt.

Payment and Availability Agreements 
have been a key driver in the latest 
phase of growth, along with Capital 
Advanced Leasing Facility funding 
of between 20% and 30% of the 
acquisition cost of the property at 
2% simple interest rolled up and not 
paid until maturity of the facility. This 
is set in line with the maturity of the 
Payment and Availability Agreements. 

Turnover

Clúid’s finances performed strongly 
in 2019, with annual turnover 
increasing to €46.9m and a surplus of 
€7.23m. A significant element of the 
increase in turnover was the growth 
in payments under the Payment 
and Availability Agreements (circa 
52% of 2019 income, compared to 
approximately 45% in 2018). This has 
been a key driver in our capacity to 
increase the funding and supply of 
new social housing units.

2019 turnover 

2018 turnover 
 

Clúid Turnover

€46.9m

€39.8m

€7.23m 

€9.02m

Clúid Surplus

2019 surplus 

2018 surplus  
 

Clúid debt

24%

1%

75%
Capital Advanced  
Leasing Facility 

Housing Finance Agency  
- terms of 25 to 30 years  
from drawdown  

Non-residential  
property loans   
 

Funding Overview (continued)
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Expenses

Operating expenses increased over 
the period to €39.3m. This was 
driven by increases in staff-related 
expenditure, interest payable and 
scheme related costs. Additional  
work on Clúid units under the remit  
of Owner Management Companies 
was a significant contributing factor to 
this increase. 

Ensuring Supply

Clúid has always sought to innovate 
and maximise its financial capacity 
to enable the supply of social homes, 
while also ensuring the long-term 
security and quality of tenure of its 
existing residents.

A key strategic objective for Clúid is to 
continue to meet housing need across 
different tenure types. To achieve this 
goal, Clúid will look for new sources 
of funding and continue to work with 
existing funders, to develop new social 
and affordable schemes and deliver 
more housing.

There is a robustness to the Clúid 
financial model and to its capacity 
to grow to meet housing need. This 
has been achieved through informed 
decision making over the last 25 years. 
Clúid intends to use this strength to 
further increase the number of homes 
our team delivers and to ensure that 
these are good quality and financially 
sustainable homes.

Clúid 
Operating 
Expenses
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€31.6m€39.3m

A key strategic 
objective for Clúid is 
to continue to meet 
housing need across 
different tenure types.

Funding Overview (continued)
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Over 60 VFM 
improvements  
have been identified 
across all areas of  
the business.

Value for Money Strategy

In 2019, Clúid launched a new Value 
for Money (VFM) strategy. The 
objective of this new initiative is 
to achieve the full benefit from 
all activity and assets by seeking 
economy, efficiency and effectiveness 
in the use of our resources. 

The VFM strategy has been approved 
by Clúid’s board. Members of 
the board track and monitor the 
performance of the VFM strategy to 
maintain confidence that objectives 
are delivered to plan. 

Clúid’s Operations team manage and 
report on progress through the Joint 
Leadership Team. There are three 
programme categories:

- Continuous Improvement, 
examining daily activities

- Twelve-Month Action Plan, 
reviewing tasks requiring resources 
for improvement

- Long-term Strategic Projects,  
often requiring more significant 
resource input. 

2019 VFM Achievements

Policy Change 
During 2019, Clúid’s ongoing advocacy 
work, in partnership with members of 
the Housing Alliance, focused on: 

- The Central Statistics Office (CSO) 
classification of Approved Housing 
Bodies (AHBs) as being on the 
government balance sheet

- The future sale of unsustainably 
funded properties

- A national differential  
rent scheme.

Construction Defects  
As a member of the Construction 
Defects Alliance, Clúid worked with 
Owner Management Companies 
(OMCs) to campaign for state funding 
to carry out remedial works on 
apartment complexes.

Value Review 
To assess the value added in specific 
procedures, Clúid completed reviews 
in the following areas: 

- Dispute resolution through  
the Residential Tenancies  
Board (RTB) 

- The effectiveness of the role of 
Clerk of Works in ensuring the 
delivery of quality housing.

Procedure 
The development and  
implementation of: 

- A new procurement strategy

- Benchmarking across member 
organisations of the Housing 
Alliance, in support of performance 
improvement and new regulatory 
performance standards.
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VFM Improvements
 
Over 60 VFM improvements have been identified across all areas of the business  

under the categories of:

1. Procurement – streamlining contracts and purchasing systems

2. Productivity – identifying new ways of working and using more efficient technology

3. Process – reducing inefficiencies in our ways of working

4. Economy – identification of opportunities to ‘right size’ aspects of the business  
such as van stock

5. Collaboration – working with like-minded organisations

6. Engagement – enhancing engagement with employees and customers

7. Risk – proactively assessing and mitigating risk 

8. Reporting – ensuring greater visibility and availability of quality information  
to support decision making.



Value for Money Roadmap

Clúid’s VFM focus for 2020 includes the following:

1.  Continually developing our ability to identify efficiencies in daily activities and  

ways to measure the value added from VFM initiatives

2.  Planning operational service reviews of:

 - New Business

 - Housing Services

 - Clúid Works

3.  Implementing the findings of independent customer feedback surveys

4.  Developing the following strategies and plans:

 - Treasury strategy

 - Digital strategy

 - Business continuity strategy

 - Environmental strategy

 - Energy master plan

 - Stepping Stones bursary scheme

5.  Procurement – further consolidating our supply chain

6.  Enhancing our performance management and reporting

7.  Increased understanding of the customer value delivered through our  

age-friendly housing service, Clann

8.  A Continuing policy focus on:

 - The classification of AHBs

 - The future sale of unsustainably funded properties

 - National differential rent and reform of the annual review process.
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